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We are a canvas manufacturer based in the Hallam area with over 20 years’ 
experience within the canvas industry.  The main thrust of our business is to 
manufacture quality finished products for commercial and domestic use. 

Tracy Jardim, formally known as Tracy Atkins, started working for Peter Selby in 
1998.  After 30 years’ experience within the industry, Peter Selby retired and Tracy 
continued on with the Selbys name establishing her own business now known as 
Selbys Canvas and Shade.  

Tracy is very well known throughout the industry for her perfectionism, 
outstanding customer service and her expertise in delivering a high-quality 
finish. 

Tracy is able to combine her 37 years of experience as a sewing machinist and 
hands on approach to deliver an exceptional custom made product for each 
and every customer order.    

Tracy’s knowledge of design and manufacturing allows Selbys Canvas and Shade 
to confidently custom make almost anything from canvas, PVC or shade cloth 
type materials.

INSTALLATION
We at Selbys Canvas and Shade have access to quality sub-contractor installers 
who are fully licenced and registered.  They comply with industry standards in 
erecting poles and structures to expertly fit your custom made shade sails, giving 
you a complete end-to-end result.  All our installers have current police checks 
and working with children certification.
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Shade Structures

Sandpit Covers

Post Pads and Safety Mats

Shade sails and structures are designed to create outdoor 
sheltered areas.  You will see them tensioned over school 
yards, aged care facility courtyards, domestic and commercial 
swimming pools, car parks, playgrounds and other outdoor 
recreation areas.  A shade sail is versatile, strong and durable 
and its main purpose is to provide protection from the sun’s 
harmful rays.  At Selbys Canvas and Shades we custom make 
sails from high quality fabrics that are designed to block up to 
98% of dangerous UV rays.  We can design any size shade sail 
using this practical, long-life construction fabric together with 
UV protected commercial-grade cotton and our double stitched 
sewing method.

Sandpits provide many hours of fun for children and allow lots 
of different types of activities.  The best way to protect a sandpit 
is with an appropriate custom made sandpit cover that is made 
to fit the sandpit exactly to measurement.  This way it will ensure 
that the sandpit is protected from any unwanted intrusion of 
animals, insects and general debris.  

Most childcare play areas and playgrounds will have a pole or 
hard surface that will need protection with the use of padding.  
With any activity involving children, safety is always a concern.  It 
is impossible to completely remove the risk of injury for children, 
especially on playgrounds, but it is still important to take every 
necessary precaution to try and minimise the potential for injury.

Car parks are another area where a safety pad or post pad could 
be utilised to help avoid damage to the vehicles from poles.  
Options as to where these safety pads could be used are endless.  
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CUSTOM MADE IN AUSTRALIA 
PVC AND CANVAS PRODUCTS 
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Trailer Covers

Cage trailer covers are made to order using 650-680 
gms ripstop PVC and available in a wide range of 
colours.  All covers come standard with zips for easy 
access to the back, however extra zips can be added 
to suit your individual needs.

Truck Tarps + Builder Tarps

Whether you are wanting to cover the roof of your 
house or cover the load on your truck we have 
you covered!  Our Truck Tarps and Builders Tarps 
are made to order using high quality 650-680 gms 
ripstop PVC available in a wide range of colours.  We 
also offer high quality, heavy duty canvas in selected 
colours that are available.

Chiller Boards

Selbys Canvas and Shade can custom design and 
manufacture high quality chiller boards to any 
specified size, ensuring the correct fit for each trailer’s 
unique build, thus maximising the efficiency of multi-
temperature distribution between compartments.  
We can custom design boards with vents that will 
allow the tempered air to pass through to each 
compartment to regulate temperature.  We also 
offer sealed and insulated versions for dry goods.



WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE 
SAYING ABOUT US

CASE STUDY 

Groundmaster Aircraft Wheel Stillage – Webbing Development

Groundmaster Engineering Pty Ltd (GME), manufacture the Groundmaster range of Ground Support 
Equipment (GSE) for the Australian and International aviation industry.

GME designed, developed and manufacture the Groundmaster Aircraft Wheel and Brake Handling 
System to manage the wheels associated with the wide bodied aircraft Boeing 737-747 & Airbus 
A320-A380.  The system is designed to handle the larger sizes wheels, focusing on reducing 
the impact to staff, equipment and aircraft, by handling the life cycle of the aircraft wheel.  A key 
component of the system is the Aircraft Wheel Stillage.

A key component of the stillage is the retention webbing and associated mechanical ratchet tie-
down.  An international airline placed a significant order for Groundmaster Wheel Handling System; 
this included over 200 wheel stillage’s.   GME needed to find a reliable and quality focused supplier 
of the webbing to meet the customer’s tight delivery time frames.  Tracy Jardim from Selby’s Canvas 
and Shade was referred through to our design team as the person to work with to meet the GME 
criteria of Quality, Time and Value.

From the first phone call Tracy engaged with the GME design team.  The webbing is a load rated 
retaining component, it is critical the webbing be manufactured to a very tight measurement 
tolerances and each webbing needed to be load tested and certified.  Tracy responded quickly with 
a quotation and clarifications around the testing regime‘s required by the 3rd party certifier.  Once 
the order was placed Tracy project managed the manufacturing, testing and certification.  Tracy 
delivered the product well within the project time lines, even after there was an unforeseen design 
change.  Through out the project, Tracy kept the GME design and procurement team updated on 
the progress of the product.

Selby’s Canvas and Shade is the preferred supplier for GME Aircraft Wheel Handling System 
webbing components. We have engaged Tracy on other projects requiring webbing and canvas with 
the same professional, customer focused outcomes.   I look forward to continuing the relationship 
with Tracy and the Selby’s team on other projects.

Regards,

Trevor Pedwell   |    General Manager

Our equipment is generally ‘mission critical’ to our customers, as we often supply not only the power, 
but also Hot Water and even enable cooling of their facilities. Due to the equipment’s critical nature, 
on the rare occasion that it stops working, my team needs to be able to respond very quickly and 
in all weather conditions. 

The Turbines are generally located in outdoor areas, which created a problem for us when trying to 
service them on wet or particularly hot days; we need to protect our customer’s business by getting 
the plant up and running as quickly as possible, but we also need to provide our employees with a 
safe working environment at the same time.

After doing exhaustive research I couldn’t find a single appropriate product in the market, so I sat 
down with one of my technicians and we put together a list of requirements and some very rough 
sketches of what we thought we needed for two different ‘enclosures’, then called Tracy from Selbys 
Canvas and Shade.

Tracy came out the very next day, went through our rough sketches with us and took some 
measurements. Within 24 hours she had sourced the correct material (being a Gas Fired 
Microturbine, we needed to make sure it met the right International Safety Standards) and had a 
proposal to us, which was extremely reasonably priced.

Within a few weeks of placing the order, we had both versions of our enclosures and they were 
exactly what we needed!

I’ve never dealt with a more professional and flexible organisation! Tracy took some rough sketches 
and a list of requirements and turned it into a product that enables my team to work in any 
conditions - keeping my customers happy and making my business more efficient and responsive.

I can’t recommend Selby’s highly enough – I can honestly say that no matter how unique your 
requirement, you won’t be disappointed!!

Antoni Pisa  |   Service Manager
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